Language, Literacy and Communication
Home Learning Journey

Mrs Parry phonics group- sound,family ‘i-e, igh, ie, y’
Mrs Tomlinson phonics group- sounds recap- ‘ar, oi, or,

Week Beginning 22

ur’
Visit Purple Mash 2dos/ Seesaw for phonics
activities.
Challenge tasks
Seesaw activity: Weather diary. This week I
would like you to keep a weather diary. I would
like you to describe the weather, what you have
been doing that day and maybe what clothes you
-

chose to wear in this type of weather.
2do/ Seesaw activity: Spellings I have given
you a set of spellings to practice based on your
focus phonics sounds. You could read the word,

-

nd

June 2020

Expressive Arts
Making sounds
Have a go at making your own rain stick. Follow the instructions given
in the Seesaw activity: Rain stick craft.
A rain stick is an instrument which you can make using simple materials
at home to create the sound of rainfall. We have had a lot of rain over

Mathematics and Numeracy
Collecting data
This week I would like you to keep a record of the
weather from Monday- Friday. If you wanted to make a
simple rain gauge to measure rainfall have a look at the
instructions on your seesaw activities/ 2do: Weather
instruments. If you have a thermometer you can
measure the temperature and include this in your data
collection.
Challenge tasks
-

the past couple of weeks. Listen to the sound of the light and heavy

sheet. You can adapt and create your own and
upload a picture at the end of the week.

rainfall, can you recreate these with your own rain stick. Upload a
video to let me see how you get on.

cover the word, write the word and then check

2do Purple Mash: Weather paint project Complete a digital paint

it. Ask someone at home to test you when you
feel ready.

weeks.

picture of the different weather types we have seen over the past two

Purple Mash 2do: Skyscraping Sunflowers!
Read Chapter 1 of the story Sky scraping

Here is a selection of challenges to work
through this week. These can be used as

Sunflowers. Complete the activities linked to

a guide and can be adapted to suit your
own interests.

chapter 1.

Keep in touch with me on Purple Mash/
Seesaw by sharing the activities you have

Health and Well-being
See if you can work with a partner at home to ‘Sit
and Stand’. Communication is the key!

completed.

Humanities

https://family.gonoodle.com/activities/partner-sitn-stand

Noah’s Ark

Try this energetic Zumba dance ‘Beat Go Pop’

I would like you to think about the word hope this week. The bible

2do/Seesaw activity: Weather record
activity sheet. Here you will find an example

-

2do Purple Mash: Weather Map. For a chosen
day of week create a weather map for Wales.
You may need to use the internet to help
research the weather in different parts of the
country.

Science and Technology
What causes thunder the lightning?
We have been having some dramatic thunderstorms over the
past week but what causes thunder and lightning?
Watch this clip about what happens within the clouds to
create this type of weather.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isHJ16JoF9A

https://family.gonoodle.com/activities/beat-go-pop

story about Noah’s ark is all about hope. I would like you to read the

Log any activities you do on the Get Set ‘Travel to Tokyo’

important to us and what we hope for.

experiment. You will 2 balloons, your hair, wool and aluminium

Complete the Seesaw activity: Making a rainbow of hopes.

Share with me your results.

page to help us reach our class goal
https://www.getset.co.uk/travel-tokyo
For detailed instructions please visit the school website
news feed where Mrs Roberts has posted a step by step
guide on how to submit your activity.

story and complete the activities which make you think about what is

You might have already made a rainbow as a sign of hope for the
NHS keyworkers. If you have, could you add your own hopes to this.

Complete the 2do/ Seesaw activity: Static electricity
can. Follow the instructions to complete the experiment.

Cymraeg
Seesaw activity- Unscramble the conversation.

